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INTRODUCTION 
Consider the SchrGdinger operator 
fi= -d+q(lxl), xeR3 
acting on functions in P( 1x1< 1) vanishing on 1x1 = 1. We set x = 1x1 and 
assume q(x) is a real-valued function in L*( [0, 11). The closure H of I? is a 
self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent. Hence H has pure point 
spectrum without finite accumulation points. Moreover, using the mapping 
U(X) + xu(x) and expansion in spherical harmonics, one shows that H is 
unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of Sturm-Liouville operators acting on 
L*[O, 11, cf. [ 11. The first operator in this sum is 
&(q)= -$+dx) 
with domain 
Do= {uEzP[O,1]: u(o)=u(l)=o), 
and the second is 
Al(q)= --$+$+4(x) 
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with domain 
D, = u E L*[O, l] : U, g are absolutely continuous on 
(0, 11, A,(q)uEL*[O, l] and u(l)=0 
The inverse spectral theory for A,(q), i.e., the description of the possible 
spectra for A,(q), q E Lk[O, 11, and of the isospectral sets of q, is discussed 
in detail in [2]. Our objective here is to extend these results to A,(q). The 
inverse spectral problem for A,(q) has been studied extensively. The special 
feature of [2] is that by using spectral data to coordinate Lk[O, l] the 
authors give complete analytical descriptions of the spectral and isospectral 
sets. These coordinates are introduced in the following way. Let {pJq)),“= 1 
be the increasing sequence of eigenvalues of A,(q) and let { (P”(x, q)} ,“= 1 be 
the associated sequence of eigenfunctions, normalized by lim,,,x-‘cp,(x, q) 
= 1. One can then consider the mapping 
That Y is one-to-one is simply the Borg-Levinson Theorem. However, the 
result of [2] is that the related mapping 
is a real analytic (in q) homeomorphism of Li[O, l] into Rx 1; x 1;. 
Moreover, the range of @ consists of all sequences in R x 1: x 1; such that 
the corresponding sequence {,u,Jq)};= 1 is strictly increasing. From this one 
concludes that the set of possible spectra is all increasing sequences 
{p,};= 1 such that {Pi - n2n2 - c};= I E I2 and the isospectral manifolds are 
analytic homeomorphs of I*. 
For A,(q) we normalize eigenfunctions by lim,r, x-‘~“(x, q) = 1, but 
then define Y as before. The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues here is 
pJq) = (n + +)‘z’- 2 + f ’ q(x) dx + i%(q), (I.11 0 
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where @,(dE’= 1 is in 1;. This leads us to define 
Then the result of this paper is that @ is again a real analytic 
homeomorphism of Li[O, l] into R x 1; x 1; with range all sequences such 
that the corresponding sequence p,Jq) (in (1.1)) is strictly increasing. As 
one would certainly anticipate, in large part the proof of this simply repeats 
the arguments of [2]. Indeed, we began this work to check that the 
methods of [2] were sufficiently flexible to be adaptable to operators with 
singular coefficients. However, interesting problems do arise when one 
comes to the proof that the Frichet derivative O’(q) is an isomorphism. In 
what follows we will omit arguments which are nearly repetitions of those 
in [2] and concentrate on the new features. 
We thank Eugene Trubowitz for many helpful discussions of these 
problems. 
1. THE DIRECT SPECTRAL PROBLEM 
There exists (see [3]) a basis (rp(., A, q), (., 2, q)) for the solutions to 
--$w(x)+~w(x)+q(x)w(x)=Iw(x), XE(O, 1) and IEC, 
(1.1) 
lii x-2$9(x, 1, q) = 1 
such that 
(1.2) 
and 
liz 3x$(x,A,q)= -1. (1.3) 
It follows from (1.2) and (1.3) that the Wronskian, W(cp, +), satisfies 
vcp, ‘bw, xl= dx, A s,g (4 4 cl,-2 (x, 5 4) 4+(x, A 4) 
= l$ W(cp, $)(I”, x) = 1. 
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In what follows we sketch the construction of cp and $ together with some 
estimates which will be used later. Let 
3 sin A’12x 
u(x, A) =z 
( r- 
cos 1 li2x 
> 
and 
u(x, A)= -qf 
( 
sin 1 ‘12x + 
cos A’12x 
> R’l3 ’ 
and set 
(1.4) 
g(x, x’, 2) = u(x, 3L) u(x’, A) - u(x), 1) u(x, 1) (4 4 E (0, 1) x (0, 1). 
One checks easily that cp(x, 2, q) is the solution to the Volterra integral 
equation 
cp(x, 4 4) = 4% 1) + 1; g( x, x’; 1) dx’) dx’, 1, q) dx. (1.6) 
As in [2] for each fixed x in [0, l] the map (1, q) + cp(x, 1, q) is an entire 
function on C x L*( [0, 11) which is real-valued on R x Li. Using the 
estimate 
x2 (l + l~"21x') elImj,li21("-"') 
lg(x,x';;1)l<C-- 
x’ (1 + /1”21 x)2 
3 x'<x, (1.7) 
one shows that 
IdX? 13 411 G c (1 + II’,*x)2 (1.8) 
and 
X2ellm~‘~~1x 
Idx, 4 9) - 4% A)l G c (1 + lplX)2 
s 
l x’ldx’)l dx, 
0 (1 + (1"21x') ' (1.9) 
where C is uniform with respect to q on bounded sets in L2( [0, 11). 
One also considers the solution 5(x, 1, q) to the Volterra integral 
equation 
3(x, 4 q) = 4x, A) -I: gb, x’; A) q(x’) 6(x’, A q) dx’, XE (0, 11. 
(1.10) 
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Using the estimate 
Ig(x, x’;A)l <cc 
1 + [Al’21 x 
x (1 + jA1’2( x’)’ 
,IImA’/*I(x’-x) 7 x’>x, (1.11) 
one shows that 
1$(x, 1, q) - u(x, A)[ < C ’ ;$z x e11mL1121(1--x) j; Iq(x’)l dx’. (1.13) 
W(cp, $) is not equal to 1. However, one easily shows that it never 
vanishes, and 
Wcp(-, 1, q), R.9 A 4)) = 1 + 0 
( > 
& , A-+ +a, (1.14) 
so that we may define $(x, A, q) satisfying (1.1) and (1.3) by 
$(x, J-3 4) = Rx3 A 4) Wcp(*, 1, 4),3(-, 4 4))’ XE (0, 11. (1.15) 
Let bn(dL, 1 be the sequence of the eigenvalues of A,(q). (pn(q)}n,l 
is a strictly increasing sequence bounded below. 
The eigenvalues of A,(O) are the strictly positive solutions to the 
equation tan p = p. 
Following [2] Rouche’s theorem can be used to show that there exists 
an integer N such that for every n 2 N there is only one eigenvalue p,,(q) in 
{A E R, lA1/* - (n + +)7rl < n/2}. Thus for every n > N one has 
l~nl<~ 2’ n > N. (1.16) 
N can be chosen independent of q on bounded sets of Li( [O, 11). The 
eikwvalues bn(d>, > 1 are the zeroes of the map I + cp( 1, A, q), and the 
identity 
g (1, Mq), 4) g (1, Aq)v 4) = I,’ (cp(t, p”(q), q)12 dt (1.17) 
shows that these zeroes are simple. Thus, applying the implicit function 
theorem, one concludes that p,(q) is a real analytic function of q on L:. 
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The following theorem will be used several times to transform inner 
products with u(x, A)’ and U(X, A) D(X, A) into inner products with sines and 
cosines. 
THEOREM ' 1. For every f in L2( [0, 11) one has 
l s( 0 2;u(x,A)2-l f(x)dx > 
’ sin 1 ‘/‘x 
= N 2 - 
2 
- 
0 1 li2X 
cos L”2x > -1 I f(x)dx 
= ; cos 2Px( Tf)(x) dx s (1.18) 
and 
s ’ P2u(x, A) u(x, A)f(x) dx 0 
1 sin 2”‘~ =- I( - - cos 0 A.“2X A’12x >( sin A112x + cos Iz lj2x ~‘/Zx f(x) dx > 
1 ’ =- 2 5 sin 213r/*x( 57)(x) dx, o (1.19) 
where T is the bounded operator in L*( CO, 11) given by 
(T’f)(x)=f(x)-4xj;f$ds, fEL2(L-0, 11). (1.20) 
T is ont-to-one. Its range is the orthogonal subspace to the function x2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will prove (1.18). The proof of (1.19) is nearly 
the same and will be left to the reader. 
One has 
sin I ‘/‘x 
--pq--- cos Al/*x 
s 
I 
= cos 2A”‘xf(x) dx 
0 
-21 ; si;;;~j-(x)dx+2~’ (F)*f(x)dx. (1.21) 0 
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Sincef is in L*( [0, 11) one gets 
s ‘f(s)&,(X-112) I ‘f(s) x s x s2ds= O(x-3’2) 
when x-+0+. Thus integrating by parts in the right-hand side of (1.21) 
once in the second term and twice in the third term one obtains 
sin Al/*x 
--cosi”2x)2-l}f(x)dx=j~cos2i”ix(~f)(x)dx, 
2 ‘1*X 
where 
(pf)(x)=f(x)-4j’f+ds+4f1 (,‘fqds)dt. (1.22) 
x x I 
Integrating by parts in the linal term of (1.22) one verifies that F= T. 
To see that T is bounded one can consider its formal adjoint 
(T*h)(x)=h(x)--$j;sh(s)ds. 
One has (with II 11 equal to the norm in L*[O, 11) 
and the Hardy-Littlewood inequality gives 
Thus T* is a bounded operator. One checks easily that T is its adjoint and 
hence T is bounded as well. One also sees that T*(x*) =O, and thus the 
range of T is contained in the orthogonal subspace to x2 in L*[O, 11. 
Differentiating the equation (Tf)(x) = g(x), g E CF((O, 1)), with respect to 
x one can solve for f explicitly. One finds f(x) = (Ag)(x) where 
(4)(x) = g(x) - $ j-f f*gW df. 
The estimates used above to prove the continuity of T* show that A is also 
a continuous operator in L*( [0, 11). One then verifies directly that 
A( TV) = v for every v in L*( [O, 11). Furthermore one has T(Af) = f for 
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every f in the orthogonal subspace to x2. Thus T is a bijection from 
L*( [0, 11) onto the orthogonal subspace to x2. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove (I.1 ). 
THEOREM 2. The following estimate holds: 
pJq)=(n+$)*z*-2+ 
5 ’ q(x) dx + fin(q), (1.23) 0 
where (jIn(q))n,, is in Z*. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From (1.6), (1.7), (1.9), and (1.16) we deduce that 
0 = cp(4 Pn(qh 4) 
= 419 #h(q)) + Jo1 g(L x’; dq)) dx’) 4x’, dq)) dx’ + We”). (1.24) 
From (1.18) one has 
41, Mq)) 5,’ u*(x, cln(q)) q(x) dx 
= -; p”(q)y/* 
( 
sin pJq)l’* + cos P”(q)“’ 
PM”* > 
X (j-l cm d'*(q) x(Tq)b) dx + j; q(x) dx) 
0 
and (1.19) gives 
41, dq)) j; 0, Mq)) 4x, Uq)) q(x) dx 
=; pn(q) -w 
(. 
“‘2$$” - cos p,(q)‘/2 
” > 
U 
1 
X sin ,u,(q)“*xTq(x) dx . 
0 > 
Thus, using (1.16) one sees that (1.24) is equivalent to 
0 = -cos p”( q)“2 + 
sin p”(q)‘” 
p,cqj1,2 (l-~Sdq(x)dx)+O(~)r,, (1.25) 
where (~~}~>i is in I*. 
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Now one easily deduces from (1.16) and (1.25) that 
where bnLN is in I*, proving Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section with some additional estimates on rp and tj. Let 
CP,(X)=CP(X~ dq), 4) and $n(x)=$n(xy dq), 4). Using (1.81, (1.91, and 
(1.16) one shows that 
cp”(X)’ = 4-T ,k)‘+ me 
and directly from (1.4) one computes 
(1.26) 
Hence 
I lu(x,a,)*dx=~(l+o(n-I)). 0 n 
s 
l q,(x)* dx=$ (1 + O(n-I)), 
0 n 
(1.27) 
where 0 is uniform with respect to q on bounded sets of Li([O, 1)). 
Therefore one has 
cpn(x)* = g u(x, /A”)2 + O(n -1). 
IInk)l12 9 
(1.28) 
Finally, using (1.9), (l.ll), (1.12), (1.13), (1.15), and (1.16), one shows that 
cpn(x) e”(x) = 4x9 &I) 4x9 k&l) + Ok-*). (1.29) 
2. THE INVERSE SPECTRAL PROBLEM 
Let p be the following map defined in L*( [0, 11) into R x IL : 
(2.1) 
p( * ) is a real analytic mapping of Li[O, 1 ] into R x I&. This follows from 
the real analyticity of ,u,Jq) for each n plus uniform estimates on p,(q) for n 
large, as in [2, Theorem 1, Chap. 31. Since p(e) is not a one-to-one map, 
we must add other spectral data in order to get a coordinate system. 
To do this we note that (acp/&)( 1, p,(q), q) is real and different from 
zero for every n. Furthermore it is not difficult to show as in [2] that the 
505/76/2-I I 
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number 
on q. It 
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of zeroes of the map x -+ cp(x, pL,(q), q) on [IO, 11 does not depend 
follows that 
4m(L AI(q), 4) > o 
WWL P,(O)) ’ 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
k 
” 
. 
(2.2) 
The map q-k,(q) is real analytic on Lk([O, 11). Let &2,,/8q(x) (resp. 
ak,/aq(x)) be the gradient of the map q H j&(q) (resp. q H k,(q)). We have 
THEOREM 3 [2, Chap. 2, Theorem 3 and Chap. 4, Theorem 41). The 
gradients of the coordinates are given by 
afi, - = CD,(x)’ - 1 
ad4 
(2.3) 
ak 
n = -P,(X) tin(x) + @,Wz f cp,(x) J/n(x) dx, ad4 (2.4) 
where @,4x) = Ilrp,(~)ll -‘cp&). 
To estimate ak,/aq(x) one computes 
I 
I 
4x, PJ 4x, 14 dx 
0 
dy= O(np2). (2.5 1 
Thus from (2.4), (1.28), (1.29), and (2.5) one deduces 
ak 
n = -44 cL,(q)) 44 cln(q)) + O(nm2), 
ad4 
(2.6) 
where “0” is uniform with respect to x in [0, l] and with respect to q on 
bounded subsets of Li( [0, I]). Therefore one has, using (1.19) and (2.6), 
1 1 
=- II 46 Mq)) u(t, Mq)) s(t) dt h + OW2) 0 0 
ZZ- 
ii 
d o1 “‘~~‘;:{f~!~’ (Tq)(t) dt ds+ O(n-2). (2.7) 
” 
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Let 
k(q)= ~~~“bI)L,l. (2.8) 
Formula (2.7) shows that k(q) belongs to 1;. Proceeding as in [2, Chap. 3, 
Theorem 61 one shows k is a real analytic map from Li[O, 11) into 1:. 
One needs the following estimates for proving the main result. 
LEMMA 4. One has 
I I g@:(x) < Cn 
I I 
-2, dak <c 
dx ad4 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
with C independent of n. 
Proof of Lemma4. Just as (1.7) and (1.11) lead to (1.8) and (1.12), the 
estimates for Iz > 0, 
combined with (1.11) and (1.12), give 
I I g (X> A) G c 1 +;l,2x 
and 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
for A> 0. Hence, combining (1.8), (1.27), (2.3), and (2.11) we have 
and combining (1.8), (1.12), (2.9), (2.5), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) 
l&y fC+C+Cn/n*. (2.14) 
Estimates (2.13) and (2.14) give (2.9) and (2.10). Q.E.D. 
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hxkNq)= ~;QWLGL(~L>,~ Wn(dL,). ( 
p x k( . ) is a real analytic map from Li( [0, 1 ] ) into R x 1 i x 1 i and one has 
the following theorem whose proof follows as in [2, Chap. 3, Theorem 51. 
THEOREM 5. p x k is one-to-one on L&([O, 11). 
Let d,(p x k) be the Frechet derivative of the map p x k at q. The main 
result of this article is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6. d&x k) is an isomorphism from Li([O, 11) onto Rx 
1; x 1;. 
One then has the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 7. The map p x k is a global real analytic coordinate system 
on L;( co, 11). 
Proof of Theorem 6. Define r,(x) and s,(x) by 
ak 2 - = - CL%, p,)* - 1 + r,(x), 
ad4 9 
i.e., 
%b)2 
rn(x)= llcp,(.)I12 9 n 
-2p2u(x, /4J2, 
and 
i.e., 
ak 
n = -4x, P”) 4x, p,) + s,(x), 
ad-4 
(PnGd2 l - + lcprl(~ NI’ I v,(t) tin(t) dt. 0 
It easily follows from (1.8), (1.9), (1.1 l), (1.12), and (1.27) that one has 
[r,(x)1 G Cc’ (2.15) 
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and 
Is,(x)l < cn-2, (2.16) 
where C is independent of n and x. 
Now from Theorem 1 one has 
s ;-&u(x)dx=J; ( cos 2p,(q)l’2x + R”(X))( TV)(X) dx 
f 
1 ak 
--r-u(x)dx= - 
1 
o 67(x) 5 
’ (sin 2,u,(q)“2x + S,(x))( TV)(X) dx 
2P”(qP2 0 
(2.18) 
for every u in L2([0, 11) where 
Mx) = v*r,)b) 
and 
(2.19) 
S”(X) 
hlw2 
= (A*&)(x). (2.20) 
Finally note that for 2 = 0 (1.18) becomes 
j1 (To)(x)= -j; v(x)dx: 
0 
(2.21 
Formulas (2.17), (2.18), and (2.21) show that d&p x k) can be factored 
as the product of T and the operator F sending functions in L’[O, l] into 
their Fourier coefficients with respect to the series 
{ 1, cos 2pi12x + R,(x), p;1/2(sin 2~i’~x + S,(x)), . . . . 
cos 2pAj2x + R,(x), np; ‘j2(sin 2&‘x + S,(x)), . ..}. 
Since T is an invertible mapping from L’[O, l] onto the orthogonal com- 
plement of x2 in L2[0, 11, we need to show that F is invertible from the 
orthogonal complement of x2 to I 2. To do this we will show that the 
operator F, sending functions into their Fourier coeffkients with respect to 
the series 
(1, x2, cos 2~1:‘~~ + R,(x), pc112(sin 24/2x + S,(x)), . ..} 
is an invertible mapping of L’[O, l] onto I’. 
To prove that F, is invertible we will use the following lemma (see [2, 
Appendix D, Theorem 31). 
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Suppose that { f, } ,“= 1 is a sequence in a Hilbert space H such that 
(a) there is a complete orthogonal sequence {en}:= 1 such that 
C Ilf, - 412 < a9 and 
(b) the fn’s are linearly independent in the sense that not one of them is 
in the closure of the span of the others. 
Then the mapping x + ((x, f,)};=, is an invertible mapping of H onto l*. 
If we use the complete orthogonal sequence 
P ‘I2 cos nx, 2 l/2 sin rcx, . . . . 2 ‘I2 cos( 2n + 1) KX, 2 ‘I* sin( 2n + 1) RX, . . . }, 
i.e., the eigenfunctions of d2/dx2 on [0, l] with anti-periodic boundary 
conditions, then (2.19), (2.20) and estimates (2.15) and (2.16) imply that 
(a) holds for the sequence defining F, after normalization. Verifying (b), 
particularly showing that x2 is not in the closure of the span of the other 
members of the series, requires further work. We complete the proof of 
Theorem 6 with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. The set 
{ 1, x2} u {cos2~~/*x+R,(x)).~i u {j.4;1/2(sin2~~/2~+SII(~))}nrl 
is linearly independent in L*[O, 11. 
Proof: We begin by noting that 
is linearly independent. This follows from the relations 
f ~$$dx=~~$$dx=O, n> 1, 2, 3, . . . 
jO1&D:(x))dx=&&$Z’~(x))dx=O, n, m = 1, 2, . . . 
$&&(x))dx=6.,= -2j;&$(-$$)dx 
/~~$(~)dx=~~~($$)dx=O, n,m=l,2,3,... 
which one proves as in [2, Theorems 8 and 9 of Chap. II and Lemma 3 of 
Chap. III]. 
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Formulas (2.17), (2.18), and (2.21) can be written 
T*(l)= -1, aiL T*(cos 2/92x + R,(x)) = -, 
a4b) 
and 
ak 
T*(pAi2 sin 2pi12x + S,(x)) = -2, 
ad4 
Hence, since T* is continuous, the linear independence of 
implies the linear independence of 
S= {l} u {cos 2p~12x+R,(x)},,, u {~;‘/~(sin 2&2x+ S,,(X)},~~. 
Thus to complete the proof of Lemma 8 we need to show that x2 is not in 
the closure of the span of S. 
Suppose x2 is in the closure of the span of S. Then we have a sequence 
u,(x)=a,+ 2 (a ,+(cos 2p!,12x + R,(x)) + b,kp;‘/2(sin 2&‘x + S,,(x))), 
n=l 
where Nk is finite, such that +(x) converges to x2 in Li[O, l] as k + 00. 
Since T*x2 = 0, 
T*z+(x)=w~(x)= --a,+ 2 
?I=1 ( 
44 -- 
an~~aq(x) 
ak, 
b~+t aq(x) > 
converges to 0 as k + co. By the relations (2.22) we have 
ak = wk(x) dx, 
a n,k dx, 
and 
bn,k= -2j’ 
0 
wk(x) $ (@i(X)) dx. 
From Lemma 4 and (2.23) we have the estimates 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
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with C independent of n and k. Since ak tends to zero as k -+ co and, for 
each fixed n, a, k and b,., tend to zero as k + co, we will have a contradic- 
tion to the convergence of ukto x2, if we can find a function w(x) E L’[O, 11 
such that sh w(x) x2 dx # 0 and the sequences 
w(x)(cos 2~;‘~x + R,(x)) dx 
II>1 
and 
w(x) L (sin 2pA12x + S,(x)) dx 
I+’ n>l 
are summable. 
Let w(x) be an element of C,“((O, 1)) such that 
I 
1 
w(x) x2 dx # 0 
0 
and 
I ‘(Aw)(x)dx=O, 
i.e., ~1(2x2-l)w(x)dx=0, (2.25) 
0 0 
Then 
I 
1 
w(x) cos 24/2x dx and 
0 s 
I 
w(x) sin 24’~ dx 
0 
are O(neN) for all N. Moreover, from (2.19) and (2.20) we have 
Jo1 R,(x) w(x) dx = 1,1 rn(x)(~w)(x) dx (2.26) 
p, 112 j-; S,(x) w(x) dx = 2 j; s,(x) Aw(x) dx, (2.27) 
where Aw is a smooth, mean zero function vanishing near x = 0. To 
estimate the terms (2.26) and (2.27), we need a refinement of the estimates 
of r,(x) and s,(x) given earlier. Using the integral equations (1.6) and 
(1.10) for cp and .$ and the estimates (1.9) and (1.11) on g(x,x’, ,I), 
together with (1.8), (1.9), (1.12), and (1.13) we have, uniformly for 
XE co, 13, 
rn(x) - 11%112 -i(2~(x,P,)~~g(x,x’.~.)4(x’)U(x~,~.)dx’) 
( 1 2 --- + ll%11* 2 gP, > u2(x, p,) + 0(n-2) 
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and 
&?(x) = -4% P”) J-; g( x, x’, A) dx’) 4x’, P,) dx’ 
+ 4% cl,) j’ &A x, x’, P,) dx’) 4x’, P,) dx’ 
x 
+ iW2(x, cl,) j-l cp,(t) tin(f) dt + W-3). 
0 
Since Aw has mean zero 
j; r,(x) Aw(x) dx = ib’ r;(x) Aw(x) dx 
j’ s,(x) Aw(x) dx = j1 s;(x) Aw(x) dx, 
0 0 
where T;(X) and s:(x) are obtained by replacing u*(x, ,u,) by 
u*(x, p,) - 1: u*(x, p,,) dx in T,(X) and s,(x). Moreover, for any 6 > 0 
and 
u(x,l)= -ysindl/“x+0(1) 
uniformly for x E [S, 11. Thus, since Aw is supported in [S, 1 ] for some 
6 > 0, 
f 
1 
r,(x) Aw(x) dx 
0 
= O(n4) I,’ Aw(x) [ ( sinp$:) I,x u*(x), p,) q(x’) dx’ 
n 
-9 1 +cos 2/+*x 
( >I 
x 
2cL: 
4x’, cc,) 4x’, P,) dx’) dx’ dx 
0 1 
+ O(n-‘) I,’ Aw(x) cos 2p;‘*x dx+ O(n-*) 
505/16/2-12 
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and 
s I s,(x) Aw(x) dx 0 
-p (1 - cos 2pl’Zx) -T 
-y n 
2 s 
u2(x’, ,&) 4(x’) dx’ 
0 
sin 2pi12x 
+ 2,4’2 4x’, P,) 0(x’, 14 qb’) dx’ 
+ j-l 4x’, A) 4x’, P,) dx’) dx’ 
x 
(sin 2~1:‘~~‘) q(x’) dx’ dx 1 
+w=$ ( cos 2&=x) Aw(x) dx+ O(c3). 
Next, integrating by parts in all terms having factors of cos 2pi’=x or 
sin 24,12x, we have 
I1 r,,(x) Aw(x) dx = O(1) 1’ Aw(x) (1: u(x’, /A”) v(x’, p,) q(x’) dx’) dx 
0 0 
+ O(np2) 
I 
1 
s,(x) Aw(x) dx 
0 
u=(x’, pJ q(x’) dx’ dx 
) 
+ -$--/iAw(x)(J: (sin2g,!/2x’)q(x’)dx’)dx+O(n3) 
= -~~~Aw(x)(~~(u’(x’,Cn)-~)q(X’)dx.)dx 
+ -$~~Aw(~)(~~(sin~p~‘~x’-~)q(x’)dx~)dx+O(n~’), 
because of (2.25). Finally, interchanging the order of integration in x and 
X’ throughout the preceding, 
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j-l r,Aw(x) dx= O(1) j-i u(x’, p,) u(x’, CL,) W,(x’) dx’+ U(K~) 
0 0 
=O(n-‘)y sin 2&/2x’TW,(x’) dx’ + O(np2) 
0 
j-l s,(x) Aw(x) dx = O(n’) j’ (u’(x’, /in) -cz) W,(x’) dx’ 
0 n 
cos ~,u~‘~x’W~(X’) dx’ + O(n -3) 
cos 2412x’T W, (xl) dx’ 
+O(K2)J’ cos 2p;‘2x’W2(x’) dx’+ O(n-j), 
0 
where Wit L2[0, 11, i= 1,2. Hence 
n j1 s,(x) Aw(x) dx < co. 
0 
This completes the proofs of Lemma 8 and Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 
3. ISOSPECTRAL MANIFOLDS AND CHARACTERIZATION 
OF THE DIRICHLET OPERATOR 
Theorem 6 and its Corollary 7 have fundamental applications which are 
direct generalizations of Chapters 5 and 6 of [Z]. 
Fix q in Li( [0, 11) and consider 
M(q)= {P+(Co? w:P(P)=Pb7)). 
It follows from Theorem 6 that p x k(Li) is an open set of R x 1: x 1:. Thus 
for t sufficiently small (p(q), k(q) + t(s,),, i) is still in the range of p x k 
and 
defines a flow &A(q) on M(q) for t sufficiently small. As in [2, Chap. 51 this 
flow is associated with a vector field V, given by 
K(q)=2-$ d afi, @i(*,q)=2--. 
dx ad.) 
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One then has 
In fact using a straightforward generalization of the Darboux Lemma (see 
[2, Lemma 1, Chap. 51) one gets the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. For every integer n, &,(q) exists for every t and one has 
&(q)=4-2&x8,(~, t,q), n = 1, 2, . . . 
0,(x, t, q) = 1 + (e”” - 1) j-l Q;(s) ds. 
x 
Using theseflows one then shows that, for any {[,},,1 Eli, (p(q), {5n}n~l) 
are the coordinates of a potential which is isospectral to q. Finally kl MCq, is a 
global coordinate system from M(q) onto 1;. Thus M(q) is an analytic 
submanifold of Li( [0, 11) of infinite dimension and infinite codimension. 
Now fix k(q). Let 
K(q)= {PEL;(CO, 1lbW=W). 
Now for every t (1: q(x) dx + t, fil(q), . . . . ji,Jq), . . . . k(q)) is in the range of 
pxk and 
I 
t-+(pxk)-’ 
(0 
4x1 dx + 6 Pi(q), . ..> ii,(q), . ..> k(q) 
0 )J 
defines the flow 
t+q+t (3.1) 
on K(q). In the same w&y for t sufficiently small 
t+bxk)-’ &q(x)dx,P,(q),...,jc,+,(q),ii,(q)+t,p.+,(q),...,k(q) 
( > 
defines a flow $L(q) on K(q) associated with the vector field 
WA., q) = -2(W~)(%lW~ 11, i.e., 
$ vm) = wn(IL;(q)L 
cK4) = 4. 
n = 1, 2, . . . 
(3.2) 
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In fact, $;(q) is defined for every t such that 
Pn- I(4) < Pn(4) + t < &I+ I(4). 
tjL(q) can be explicitly computed as for &(q) (see [2, Theorem 2, 
Chap. 61). 
Using the flows (3.1) and (3.2) one can show that PI,(,) is a global coor- 
dinate system from K(q) into R x 1; and that one has a characterization of 
the Dirichlet spectra of the operators A 1(q), q E L i( [0, 1)). 
THEOREM 10. The sequence {p,,}, a 1 is the spectrum of A(q) for some q 
in Li( [0, 11) if and only zf it is real, strictly increasing, and of the form 
pL,=(n++)2712-2++++ IIT 
where o is a real number and (5,)” a 1 is in 1’. 
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